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Abstract: The article takes a closer look at the current industry discourse on the transnational circulation 
of German series. At its centre is a case study of the 1980s period drama Deutschland (2015-2020), 
based on interviews with key executives and creatives. What is it that makes such ready-made TV fiction 
go transnational, according to the involved practitioners and in this specific case? Textual factors in 
particular are examined, such as the thematic and aesthetic extension of the historical-political ‘event’ 
miniseries through Deutschland. Furthermore, the article explores factors in respect to production, 
including screenwriting and financing, in the context of the dynamic TV landscape in Germany and 
Europe.
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1  I n t r  o d u c t i o n

‘Showrunners and Antiheroes – What Does the German Series Need for International Success?’1 was the title of an 
industry panel held adjacent to the 2015 Berlin International Film Festival, or Berlinale, at which the first season of the 
espionage coming-of-age drama Deutschland (2015-2020) premiered. Also during the festival, its sale to the US – a 
market particularly valued in a Western, transnational context – was announced. The unofficial Berlinale event, where 
industry attendees applauded this news, and the following media coverage on the US export of Deutschland 83,2 are 
just a few examples of the recent, ongoing discourse on the transnational circulation of German TV drama. In the last 
decade, similar discussions have been raised in the television industry and trade magazines,3 as well as in television 
criticism and the feature pages of newspapers.4 These negotiations have continued earlier debates on German 
cinema and its arguable lack of ‘international’ appeal5 and have been accompanied by an evaluation discourse on so-
called quality TV. Besides German-language academia6 and the feuilleton,7 German TV professionals have taken up 
the discussion of such television and the Anglicism linked to it.8 Public statements by practitioners9 and papers that 
circulate in the industry10 indicate that ‘quality TV’ has been especially understood through textual characteristics of 
certain US series and through their reported production methods, which are said to differ from the ones used in 
Germany. The above-quoted title of the panel certainly reflects these emphases by containing two examples: 
‘showrunners’, describing the leading writer-producers with ‘managerial oversight’,11 on the side of production; and 
‘antiheroes’, as a textual feature. 

mailto:krauss@medienwissenschaft.uni-siegen.de
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With a corresponding focus on production-specific and textual aspects, my article takes a closer look at the current 
industry discourse on the transnational circulation of German series. At its centre is a case study of Deutschland. 
What is it that makes such ready-made fictional television go transnational, according to the involved practitioners 
and in this specific case? This show, which follows an East German spy in the West German Armed Forces during 
the Cold War, is a particularly fruitful example to explore this question. Deutschland has helped to initiate a taste for 
German TV fiction in English-speaking markets and potentially kickstarted what has been termed a ‘German TV 
Renaissance’ by the Guardian.12 Furthermore, the series has transnationalised in its own course of development, 
as we will see. 

Methodologically, this article relies on expert interviews.13 Between 2016 and 2019, I conducted them with key 
executives and creatives involved in Deutschland: Jörg Winger, the leading writer-producer, or creator;14 Ulrike 
Leibfried, the commissioning editor for the commercial channel RTL for its first season;15 Joachim Kosack, CEO 
of the production house UFA;16 and two of the directors, Edward Berger17 and Florian Cossen.18 Additionally, and 
in connection with a broader production study,19 my participant observations at multi-day industry workshops20 
on series production (from 2015 to 2019) are taken into account. These observations are a vital complement to 
the interviews, as they ensure the researcher does not (co)produce the analysed industry discourse too much. 
Furthermore, Winger and others discussed Deutschland in lectures at these events and helped the researcher 
remain up to date regarding this series’ advancement. In interpreting the interviews with methods suggested by 
Ulrike Nagel and Michael Mauser21 and Hanne Bruun,22 and, more generally, with perspectives from critical 
media industry and production studies,23 the protocols on the participant observations are also used.

The article first locates Deutschland in the broader TV fiction industry in Germany. Subsequently, textual factors are 
examined which, according to interviewees, have helped Deutschland travel to other markets. Finally, factors in respect 
to production, including screenwriting and financing, are explored. Thus, the paper analyses the case study in several 
directions, which corresponds to a multidimensional series analysis influenced by the circuit of culture24 and related 
concepts,25 even though the perspective of the practitioners remains firmly foregrounded. The textual and production-
specific aspects indicate different areas in which border crossings and exchange processes – summarised under the 
term transnationalisation26 – can take place, including in divergent, contrary ways. 

In this context, the interpretations of interviews with television professionals can be linked to the dimensions of global 
flow, as described by Arjun Appadurai.27 Although Appadurai has in mind the metaprocesses of globalisation when 
delineating mediascapes, technoscapes, ideoscapes, financescapes and ethnoscapes,28 one can also find such 
routes and practices of transnationalisation in the single case study explored here. For instance, some production 
methods and cultures approached in this project can be seen as transnational practices and techniques, and in this 
sense considered technoscapes, while the transnational exchange of involved people points to ethnoscapes. 
Appadurai’s ‘-scapes’ also provide a productive theoretical basis for the analysis of ready-made content from 
Germany, because they help keep possible contradictions and aspects of localisation in mind. ‘Globalization involves 
the use of a variety of instruments of homogenization … that are absorbed into local political and cultural economies’, 
Appadurai states.29 Concurrent to its transnational circuit and the influence of ‘quality TV’ series from the US on it, 
Deutschland is rooted in such a local context, which, first of all, requires closer inspection.

2  T h e  T V  F i c t i o n  I n d u s t r y  i n  G e r m a n y

For certain, the German TV fiction industry cannot be understood as a completely closed, solely national space. On 
the contrary, overlaps with other producing countries are obvious, for instance because of institutional involvement in 
transnational media groups,30 through co-financing and co-production,31 in relation to format adaptations in the context of 
an Anglo-American-dominated TV format trade32 and through exports. German TV fiction has been sold to non-German 
markets in several cases other than Deutschland: the long-running soap opera Sturm der Liebe (Storm of Love, 2005-), 
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licensed to twenty stations worldwide, and the crime procedural Derrick (1974-1998) are well-known examples. Heimat 
(especially Heimat – Eine deutsche Chronik [A Chronicle of Germany], 1984) and Berlin Alexanderplatz (1980) were 
critically acclaimed beyond West Germany as well. However, a substantial part of German TV fiction serves primarily 
a national, or at least German-speaking, audience. Due to its relatively large size, the need for further export sales is 
lower than in smaller European countries. Edward Berger, one of the directors of the first season of Deutschland 
(Deutschland 83), spoke in the interviews, with a critical undertone, of ‘a complacent market’.

In the production study on Deutschland, again and again the relation to the national or German-speaking market 
was reflected when the interviewees discussed broader tendencies and characteristics of German TV fiction. 
Joachim Kosack, producer and managing director of UFA (one of German TV’s biggest production houses), 
suggested an initial approach to series production in Germany that separates it into four fields: first, ‘industrial 
series’, with 250 episodes per year and a fixed production method based on the division of labour;33 second, the 
‘weekly series’ with twenty-six, and in exceptional cases fifty, annual episodes and a set core team; third, the 
‘local primetime series’, with thirteen episodes per year and a clear focus on national broadcasting slots; and finally 
‘high-end’ productions.34 The latter is characterised by higher budgets and a link to the tradition of the ‘event film’. 
Such hybrids of television films and miniseries, consisting of two or three ninety-minute parts and mostly 
dealing with historical issues, have been associated in particular with the production company UFA Fiction, as 
well as its former subsidiary teamWorx,35 and have frequently managed to be broadcast in several countries 
(see, e.g., Die Flucht [March of Millions], 2007, or Dresden, 2006). 

Although omissions can be found in Kosack’s list (such as long-running, somewhat serialised collections of TV 
films in the style of Tatort [1970-]36 and low-budget series from emerging talents), it proves helpful in classifying 
and locating Deutschland. At first glance, this project clearly belongs to the ‘high-end’ segment, for which foreign 
sales are increasingly an economic necessity, according to Kosack. But to some extent, it also fits with the more 
local and regularly produced series, as Jörg Winger and other involved practitioners came from the long-running 
crime procedural SOKO Leipzig (Leipzig Homicide, 2001-), one of now ten spin-offs of the German-Austrian format 
SOKO (1978-), which reflects Germany’s federalist structures and regionalism in some TV content.

Kosack attributed the merging of different production fields and people to restructuring within the UFA production 
company and to collaboration between individuals, corresponding to the tendency towards personalisation in TV 
professionals’ talk or ‘industrial self-theorizing’.37 The personal networks that likely led to the emergence of 
Deutschland also include individual decision makers on the side of RTL, an advertising-financed broadcaster which, 
like UFA, belongs to Bertelsmann’s RTL Group. Coinciding with the development of the screen idea for Deutschland, 
Frank Hoffmann, then the new head of RTL, wished for an event programme such as Unsere Mütter, unsere Väter 
(Generation War, 2013). This frequently criticised – but in Germany also acclaimed – three-part drama about a group 
of five German youths and their different experiences during World War II was a big audience hit on public-service 
channel ZDF in 2013, and sold to various countries. In reference to this show, several interviewees indicated textual 
characteristics and traditions which might also have helped Deutschland to go transnational.

3  Te x t u a l  F a c t o r s  f o r  T r a n s n a t i o n a l  C i r c u l a t i o n

Through the production company UFA Fiction and the at least indirect influence of Generation War, Deutschland 
ties in with the multipart ‘historical-political event film’,38 which frequently concerns National Socialism in the arguably 
very problematic form of melodramas with ‘ordinary’ Germans as protagonists.39 Kosack argued that the success of 
Generation War in different countries paved the way for Deutschland’s transnational travel. Florian Cossen, one of two 
directors of its second season, Deutschland 86, more generally ascribed a ‘narrative power’ to Generation War, which 
might have helped to initiate the rise of ‘quality TV’ series with greater transnational compatibility. But the immense 
criticism that Generation War met with, especially in Poland40 and the US,41 and the accusation of revisionism could 
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of course also be interpreted as a problematic perception of German television abroad. In this respect, such 
mediascapes and ideoscapes, beyond just the UFA company, might not altogether have helped promote the 
transnational circulation of German TV drama. 

Even among the interviewed production members of Deutschland, there emerged somewhat critical voices 
on this kind of fictional history television on National Socialism. Partly, the fear of a thematic narrowing was 
expressed – which is by no means a new or television-specific discussion, if we consider West German film history. 
‘Movies dealing with Nazi themes had been of the largest export successes’, as Robert C. Reimer et al. state,42 
but they often also met with criticism. Deutschland points to a thematic extension, with a focus on the period of 
the Cold War and the division of Germany in the 1980s, although especially the latter has become a frequent 
subject of contemporary television films and series from Germany (e.g. Weissensee, 2010-2018; Preis der 
Freiheit [Prize of Freedom], 2019; Wendezeit [Time of Change], 2019). 

To some extent, Deutschland also stands for a different narrative and aesthetic approach by avoiding the claim of 
realism and authenticity that still dominated Generation War and many of its paratexts. According to Jörg Winger, 
producer and creator of Deutschland, East German fashion magazines from the 1980s and the Coen brothers’ spy 
comedy Burn after Reading (2008) provided inspiration for the show’s stylised, only partly realistically depicted 
setting. Instead of historical accuracy, the focus turned more to pop-cultural references43, that are arguably easier for 
non-German viewers to decode (e.g. Nena’s song ‘99 Luftballons’, featured several times in season one).

However, according to Winger, the corresponding reconfiguration of the historical event/high-end miniseries from UFA 
was not centrally planned. This supposition corresponds to the tendency that ‘industrial self-theorizing and sense 
making frequently pose as unintentional and effacing’, as John Thornton Caldwell has argued.44 At the very least, 
Winger took into account the contrast to other German period dramas when he wondered if lightness and popular 
culture did not go over well with parts of the German audience, which may prefer ‘history’ and ‘a certain gravity and 
seriousness’. Here, Winger also discussed possible reasons why audience ratings for broadcasting 
on RTL in 2015 fell short of expectations.

On the textual level, Deutschland also differs from the previous ‘historical-political event film’45 or miniseries by having 
more episodes and being more serialised. In this respect, the show probably has become more transnationally 
connectable by contrasting strongly with the single TV film. The latter still forms a core component of German 
television fiction today.46 Some TV professionals involved in Deutschland considered the single TV film to be a 
separate route, a Sonderweg, and a problematic one, since it is considered outdated. Furthermore, they argued that 
this format deviates from the standards of other TV markets, making it difficult to connect to them and hampering an 
ongoing serial dramaturgy. 

For years, such storylines spanning across several episodes have been a point of discussion in the German TV 
industry. Often broadcasters approached them only through the well-established two- or three-part ‘event’ 
miniseries with ninety-minute episodes, which again reflects the relevance of TV films in German TV fiction. Even 
with Deutschland, these traditions are indicated if one takes the distribution, excepting direct textual characteristics, 
into account. On RTL, the first season was broadcast in double episodes, a scheduling strategy used for other 
German and European serials (see, e.g., the political drama Die Stadt und die Macht [The City and the Power], 
2016, and the co-production West of Liberty, 2019). In this way, the serial is somehow turned back into an ‘event’ 
television film with ninety-minute parts. Regarding the first season, Deutschland 83, some interviewees reflected 
critically on such scheduling practices, revealing a certain tension between, on the one hand, transnationally 
circulating ‘quality TV’ and, on the other, linear, nationally shaped distribution and programme patterns.

Linked to the overarching serial narration, in Deutschland, the goal of a ‘quality TV’ serial was pursued. Winger’s 
anecdotal assessment that ‘this kind of quality series’ has not existed in Germany before can surely be countered 
by various examples, especially from public-service broadcasting (e.g. Im Angesicht des Verbrechens [In the Face 
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of Crime], 2010,47 and KDD – Kriminaldauerdienst [Berlin Crime Squad], 2007–1048). Nevertheless, various production 
stakeholders voiced that Deutschland was a deliberate attempt to implement ‘quality TV’ in German television. During 
a lecture at an industry workshop, Anja Käumle, director of PR and marketing at UFA, who recently joined the German 
Netflix team explicitly pointed out that in her public relations work on the show, she took up the press topic of whether 
‘we Germans’ can do ‘quality TV’. In this context, the ‘quality TV’ serial as an American concept and transnational 
television trend has become a growing part of the national discourse, reminiscent of Appadurai’s argument mentioned 
above that, in processes of globalization, “instruments of homogenization … are absorbed into local political and 
cultural economies”.49 In the case discussed here, the local cultural economy particularly relates to the commercial 
broadcaster RTL. It is associated more with ‘trash’ than with ‘quality’ TV in the public media discourse.50 Deutschland 
was intended to overturn this existing image, not least for the interests of advertisers, who reward an attractive 
environment when booking commercials. However, Ulrike Leibfried, commissioning editor for the first season at RTL, 
also ascribed to the series an orientation towards mainstream tastes and popularity. Textually speaking, such reasons 
can also be discussed as to why Deutschland went transnational: arguably it was the show’s mainstream appeal and 
its ‘light moments’ (appreciated, for example, in a New York Times review)51 that proved to be transnationally 
connectable, in addition to the tendencies for overarching storylines and serial ‘quality TV’.

The ‘quality TV’ serial and its discursive negotiation in Germany remained important when practitioners involved in 
Deutschland discussed their roles as well as broader production conditions. It is also in this area of negotiation where 
one might find further factors enabling German TV drama to travel.

4  P r  o d u c t i o n  F a c t o r  s  f o r  T r  a n s n a t i o n a l  C i r  c u l a t i o n

In the industry discourse on German ‘quality TV’, practitioners often engage in negotiations about which (and if) 
production modes lead to a higher ‘quality’, therefore enabling the transnational circulation of German serials. 
Similar to the text-based discussion, professionals have often identified deficits in relation to production.52 The 
position of writers especially has received much criticism53 and has been reflected upon critically in approaches 
to the showrunner and the writers’ room.54 As in other European contexts,55 these production techniques – or 
technoscapes, in Appadurai’s terminology – have been more recently negotiated in the German TV fiction industry. 
Showrunners as top writer-producers are supposed to guarantee coherence, especially in respect to dramatic 
continuity, which is why the industry discourse has linked this role to the overarching narration of ‘quality TV’ serials.

Such issues and priorities were clearly reflected in the interviews with production team members of Deutschland. Jörg 
Winger in particular brought up the issue of the showrunner by giving himself this ‘elevated’ job title. With the 
Deutschland project, an adaptation of the showrunner role can be discussed since Winger, the producer of numerous 
SOKO Leipzig episodes, and his American wife, Anna Winger, the head writer of the series and with experience as a 
novelist and journalist, combine the competences of writing and producing. Still, other production members sometimes 
questioned this categorisation, saying that Anna and Jörg Winger were hardly present on set, whereas the showrunner 
usually would be. “Jörg Winger was a producer, Anna Winger was a writer and I was a director. That would be a 
correct description of our jobs”, Edward Berger summed up.56

Whatever the actual status of the showrunner for Deutschland, the interviewees touched upon this production mode 
again and again. Starting from that issue, Jörg Winger addressed the distribution of power in production networks, 
which, in his view, has to change for Germany to catch up with other countries in terms of ‘quality TV’ series. In 
particular, he pointed toward the often weak status of scriptwriters and reflected critically upon the ‘special position’ of 
the director in German TV fiction, which he traced back to the tradition and importance of the single TV film. By 
contrast, he said, series are much more of a ‘writer’s medium’. “The director is a very central creative in TV series 
production, too, but usually not the final decision maker, as in most films”, Winger explained in an email.57 Florian
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Cossen, director of Deutschland 86, said that he had not yet reached a conclusion on the subordination of his guild’s 
role in the wake of the turn towards the showrunner. More clearly than his predecessor Berger, Cossen agreed that 
Deutschland was produced “on the American model … according to the showrunner principle”, which is why he 
concentrated only on the shooting in this project. Berger may have another perspective on the production process 
because, after Deutschland 83, he started to direct episodes of the British-American project Patrick Melrose (2018) 
and the American The Terror (2018-), for which the showrunner role may be more significant. But it is also possible 
that the work on Deutschland has gradually moved closer to the ‘showrunner principle’ identified by Cossen for the 
second season, since the project is also said to have changed in terms of the time spent together in the writers’ room. 

Often, this collective writing arrangement has been identified as a possible answer as to how series from Germany 
could gain in ‘quality’ and become more successful transnationally.58 However, an exclusive commitment of several 
writers over a longer period of time and their actual collaboration in a room have for a very long time remained the 
exception in German TV production, at least beyond the story departments of ‘industrialised’ daily soap production.59 
But in the ‘high-end’ area, as Kosack named it, tendencies towards more collaborative scriptwriting and the more 
comprehensive involvement of screenwriters are now clearly visible, as the Deutschland case study can illustrate.

According to the interviewees, the alleged writers’ room for the first season consisted of the German-American 
couple Anna and Jörg Winger and four additional writers of different nationalities, accounting for why ethnoscapes 
can be discussed in the screenwriting process to some extent. Winger called two of the writers ‘old hands’ and 
two ‘quite inexperienced’. He stated that a junior producer and an intern were also involved in the collaborative 
development. The integration of junior staff is also known from other approaches to the writers’ room in Germany 
and seems to be motivated above all by economic factors and the hope for ‘fresh’ ideas.60 As in other projects, in the 
case of Deutschland 83, the writers came together for several multi-day meetings only. For the second season, 
Deutschland 86, the time frame of this joint work was said to have been temporarily extended.

Before the first so-called writers’ room meeting, Anna Winger, with the cooperation of her husband, had already written a 
spec script and rough storylines for seven episodes. During collaborative development later on, the additional four 
writers partly acted as advocates of individual characters and were responsible for different special subjects. Each 
individually wrote the first and the second drafts for the same two episodes. But, in the end, Anna Winger took over, 
writing all final drafts. According to Patricia Phalen and Julia Osellame’s study of the writers’ room in Hollywood, that 
situation is ‘not an optimum scenario, given the production demands on the showrunner’s time’.61 But for German series, 
which usually have fewer episodes than their American counterparts, such a return to the head writer seems to be 
common, if we look beyond the case study discussed here to other projects, such as, for instance, Dark (2017-2020).

In the end, economic factors are the main reason why the writers’ room and probably also the showrunner have been 
practised in only a rudimentary form for Deutschland and other German series productions.62 At the observed industry 
workshops, again and again, limited production resources in the German television industry were highlighted. In the 
case of Deutschland, at least from the second season onwards, the writers were paid for their time in the room. This 
meant they did not have to pursue other parallel projects, as is often the case in the German TV fiction industry, 
where writers usually receive most of their clearing only for the final script. In sum, payment models are indicated that 
are closer to those in other markets and that might make it easier to produce transnational series content. 

More directly, however, it was decisive for the transnational circulation of Deutschland that the draft scripts and linked 
development papers were written in English. Only at the end did Jörg Winger translate the final scripts into German. 
Via contacts at Fremantle, the international television content and production and distribution subsidiary of RTL 
Group and parent of the UFA production company, English scripts reached the British Film Institute, and eventually 
the American pay-TV channel SundanceTV, too. The sale to SundanceTV, announced during the Berlinale film 
festival, was therefore already supported by English-language scripts, although Winger claimed that from the 
beginning Deutschland was planned as a German series and not as a transnationally circulating one.
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Gradually, the script development of the Deutschland project appears to also have become more transnational, as new 
distributors and partners came on board and started giving editorial feedback, albeit to a much lesser extent than for 
previous German television series. These changes in the screenwriting process reflect the transnational expansion of 
financiers. In this context, one might discuss financescapes, to adopt Appadurai’s vocabulary once more. What once 
was an image-building programme for the nationally operating network RTL has increasingly become subject to mixed 
financing from partners from different countries. SundanceTV and Hulu in the US, Canal+ in France, Sky in Italy and 
Channel 4 in the UK are distributors, which partly co-financed the further seasons Deutschland 86 and Deutschland 89 
as well. A large part of the budget is said to have come from international sales, which were initiated by the Fremantle 
distribution company as part of the RTL Group. Further funds stem from the local film board Medienboard Berlin-
Brandenburg, which has opened up to television series, especially such ones with transnational potential, as two 
funding executives pointed out at an industry workshop. But the new key financier from the second season on was 
Amazon Prime Video. In the end, such new actors in the German TV fiction industry and transnational partners were 
the decisive factors for the continuation of Deutschland 83. Indeed, Winger has argued, at an industry workshop, that 
should the show have emerged in 2008 and not 2018, there would probably have been no second or third season.

Linked to mixed transnational financing, Deutschland additionally represents a move away from the ‘buyout model’, 
traditional in Germany, and thereby a structural change which might encourage transnational circulation. In the 
concluding section, I touch upon such broader issues in respect to transnational distribution.

5  O u t l o o k

To date in the German TV fiction industry, especially for series, broadcasters usually provide 100 percent financing 
and receive all rights as part of a so-called ‘total buyout’.63 This has resulted in the self-centredness of the television 
market, on which, as mentioned above, some interviewees have reflected critically. Furthermore, certain hierarchies 
in the project-based cooperation between broadcaster, production company and creative freelancers have been a 
consequence of this financing pattern.64 The lack of additional income and format rights has prevented German 
production companies from penetrating foreign markets on the basis of successful programmes, as other competitors 
frequently have, Oliver Castendyk and Klaus Goldhammer suggest.65 In the interviews discussed here, it was 
especially Joachim Kosack who (obviously against the backdrop of the interests of UFA) emphasised revenue shares 
for the producers beyond the pure buyout model and, in this context, income from international distribution. In this 
respect, the increasingly transnationally financed period drama Deutschland may be a trendsetting model.

However, when players such as Netflix acquire all rights for an unlimited licensing period for all distributions methods and 
territories for a fixed price, financing processes again move in the direction of the purely commissioned production and 
the total buyout.66 Against this background, it is hardly surprising that at a 2019 industry workshop Jörg Winger 
mentioned as a recent trend in German television, besides the mixed-financing of series, productions that remain in one 
house, similar to the pre-1948 US studio system. For production companies, this can of course be a difficult scenario, as 
their scope of action is reduced rather than increased. Therefore, some interviewees indicated a critical view of Netflix. 
On the other hand, creatives with transnational aspirations might appreciate that, with that platform, transnational 
circulation is often guaranteed, and thus the chance of transnational attention increases considerably.67 

In any case, it is not only the project Deutschland, with its development towards transnational mixed financing, that 
reveals ways in which series from Germany can go global. Netflix, an “aggressively international service”,68 points to 
further factors that were only touched upon in the present case study, such as the release of whole seasons in several 
Netflix territories, in different subtitles or even dubbed versions, and often even on the same starting date. For Dark, 
Netflix offers a dubbed English version – another PR stunt of that non-transparent provider, as an executive producer 
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of a competitor suspects,69 or a further, possibly ‘trend-setting’ strategy to make German series travel more 
comprehensively? In any case, Netflix hints at the dynamic change happening in the global media and television 
landscape, which one might categorise as a mediascape, interwoven with other -scapes of the global flow, to pick 
up on Appadurai’s terminology. Transnational developments affect the German TV fiction industry. It is not least the 
increased transnational demand for content through streaming services that is responsible for the travel of German 
television series; it is arguably even more significant than the textual and production-specific factors highlighted and 
explored in this article and through the case study Deutschland.

However, this 1980s drama remains a fruitful example, as it helped to push the recent transnational expansion of the 
German TV (fiction) industry. Given the niche status of SundanceTV, the allegedly great success of Deutschland 83 in 
the US in 2015 was partly a construction of PR work,70 as some TV professionals lecturing at the observed industry 
workshop noted. Still, the miniseries was a starting point for the further transnationalisation of the German TV fiction 
industry and its individual actors. Edward Berger, leading director of the first season, has begun to work for the British 
and American industries, and Jörg Winger co-created the Romanian-German co-production Hackerville (2018) for 
HBO Europe and the German pay-TV channel TNT Serie. Furthermore, in 2020 he launched Big Window 
Productions, a new department at UFA Fiction that focuses on transnational projects (in either English or German). 
Anna Winger is the executive producer and co-writer of the Netflix miniseries Unorthodox (2020), which is shot in 
English and Yiddish, but still has personal and institutional links to the German TV industry.

The period drama Deutschland is interwoven both with corresponding changes towards transnationalisation and with 
German TV traditions, especially the multipart ‘historical-political event film’,71 which had already found distribution 
beyond German-speaking markets several years earlier. On the textual and on the production-specific level, 
Deutschland indicates reformations, for instance by narrating German history with a lighter tone through pop-cultural 
references and by using the showrunner and the writers’ room, at least rudimentarily, in the screenwriting process. 

In Germany itself, viewing figures for this slightly reformed German period drama were below RTL’s expectations – 
leading German media to regard the series as a flop after its broadcast in late 2015.72 In respect to transnational 
circulation, this result is interesting as it shows that, other than in former scenarios, national success is no longer 
necessarily required for a German series to travel. Furthermore, the mediocre ratings point towards different tensions. 
The practitioners involved in Deutschland hinted especially at the gap between commercial and public-service 
television, which turned out to be surprisingly large, if one takes into account larger viewing figures for historical 
miniseries and ‘event’ films at ARD and ZDF (see, e.g., the UFA Fiction production Ku’damm 56/59, 2016/2018, and 
Generation War). Criticism regarding RTL’s online distribution of Deutschland73 indicates a tension between internet-
based ‘catch-up’ TV and ‘classical’ broadcasting shaped by nationally and historically grown broadcasting slots. 
Linked to such different concepts of television, tensions between a national and a transnational distribution also come 
to light. While German ‘quality TV’ in the shape of Deutschland functions in a transnational comparison as ‘subtitled 
drama’, and thus as niche programming, German broadcasters with their comparatively large audiences often still 
rely on a mainstream, mass-audience approach and on linear broadcasting. When looking at German series that 
travel transnationally, corresponding tensions and national framework conditions must not be overlooked. 
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